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General Directions: There are five parts in this test: Sentence Completion, Sentence Correction, Cloze, 
Reading Comprehension, and Writing. Specific instructions are provided at the beginning of each part. 
Altogether, there are 60 multiple-choice questions and one writing task in this test. The total score is 100. 
Parts 1—4 constitute 70%, and Writing has 30% of the total score.    
 
 
Part 1: Sentence Completion (20 scores)  

This part contains 20 multiple-choice questions with four choices marked A, B, C, or D for each 
question. You should decide on the best answer to the question. Then, mark your answer on your 
Answer Sheet. For example, if your answer choice is B, then mark it like this on your Answer Sheet: 

         
 
 
1 In my report I’ve _____ the sales figures you asked for.     

A) contained  B) involved  C) included  D) comprised 
2 The management are ______ a possible pension plan for the employees.     

A) discussing  B) talking      C) deciding  D) thinking  
3 Our market ______ is declining. We’ve got to do something.     
 A) section  B) proportion  C) portion  D) share 
4 People are ______ less on luxury goods than they were last year.    
 A) purchasing    B) paying   C) buying  D) spending 
5 One of the ______ to consumers of competition between companies is lower prices.      
 A) benefits  B) advances  C) improvements D) profits 
6 Our new pocket PC is targeted ______ the business traveler.         
 A) on      B) at     C) with    D) to 
7 To be eligible for the share scheme, you must ______ several conditions.       
 A) suit        B) satisfy   C) please   D) fit  
8 In the 1980s, China ended its policy of ________ and opened up its economy to foreign investors.     
 A) dumping  B) deregulation C) open-doors  D) protectionism 
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9 When exporting goods, it is essential to arrange ______ in case the goods are lost or damaged in transit.  
 A) shipping documents    

B) a customs declaration                       
C) insurance cover     
D) a letter of credit 

10 One way that some countries protect their domestic industries is by imposing ______ on all imports.     
 A) tariffs   B) payments  C) customs  D) subsidies        
11  Previously the company concentrated on just one business activity, but now they are planning to _____ 

into new areas.              
    A) differ         B) vary          C) differentiate    D) diversify 
12  Our two companies are going to work together in a(n) ______ to produce the new model.        
    A) alliance       B) joint venture    C) merger        D) union  
13  Unfortunately the factory will have to close and all the workers will be made ______.        
    A) surplus       B) excessive       C) redundant      D) unemployable 
14  We want to start selling in the southwest areas of Mainland China, which is a completely new market 

for us, so we need a good local ______.                                             
    A) handler       B) district         C) transport      D) distributor 
15  After the hit of this economic downturn, staff ______ was very low following the changes made within 

the company.                                                             
    A) moral        B) morale         C) morality       D) mores 
16  He lost a lot of money by _______ on the stock exchange.                           
    A) crashing      B) running        C) bursting        D) speculating 
17  The boom in sharing trading was following by a heavy selling as the markets started to _____.     
    A) collapse      B) rocket         C) recover         D) gain 
18  Moving the company makes good sense ______. We’d be much loser to our customers.        
    A) suitably      B) reasonably      C) logistically     D) conveniently  
19  We increased production to meet the recent ______ in demand.                       
    A) upgrade      B) upside         C) uplift          D) upturn 
20  _______ the Blue Share when his colleague in HK told him that it was a mistake.           
    A) Hardly had he purchased           

B) No sooner did he purchase 
    C) No sooner than he sold             

D) Hardly he had sold 
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Part Two: Sentence Correction (10 scores) 
    Each of the following ten sentences contains one error. Correct the error and write your  
correction on the Answer Sheet. For example,  
Can you please repeat your question once more?  (On your Answer Sheet, write like this: “once more”.)  

 
                    hearing 

I am looking forward to hear  ^  from you soon. (On your Answer Sheet, write like this: hear, ^ 
hearing.)  
 
 
21  Would you phone to Johnson Consultants regarding the joint venture agreement?          
22  I agree that we should enter into the Chinese market by the end of the year.               
23 The home market accounts 60% of their sales.                             
24 We cannot continue to depend for one product.                            
25 We’re relying to your support at the board meeting.       
       
26 We seem to agree the need for an alliance with a German firm.                 
27 We need to discuss about this issue of merging the two companies further.        
28 We are looking on a new partner in Eastern Europe.                         
29 We’ll wait your answer on the take-over proposal.                             
30 They are complaining the management because they were not consulted about the take-over. 
 
 
                                                                         
Part Three: Cloze (20 scores)  

There are 20 blanks in the following passage. You should select the best word or phrase from the 
choices given below the passage. You should mark your choices on the Answer Sheet.  

 
Sales tactics, like adverting, reflect aspects of the basic assumptions and values that prevail in a country. 

By carefully listening to salespeople who are __31__ trying to sell them something, foreign visitors can 
__32__ their understanding the way Americans __33__ and think about things. Common sales __34__ 
includes trying to make the buyer feel __35__ towards the seller; trying to make a __36__ buyer feel that his 
masculinity is __37__ issue when he is considering buying something, and that he will be less manly in some 
way __38__ not make the purchase; trying to make a female buyer believe that her __39__ in the eyes of 
man will be __40__ by a particular purchase; placing a __41__ on a rapid decision to buy, with the idea that 
the opportunity to make the __42__ will soon be gone; and trying to make the buyer believe that a __43__ 
purchase would be “wise”, an example of the buyer’s cleverness and __44__.  
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No doubt many of these strategies are used in some __45__ or other in other countries. But the __46__ 

with which are they are employed in the States are likely to be __47__. 
Two phenomena that __48__ some foreign visitors are those of the telephone solicitor and the 

door-to-door salesperson. Salespeople will telephone a person’s home or just appear unannounced at the door 
and attempt to sell something to the __49__. Foreign visitors may need to realize they are not __50__ to be 
courteous or attentive to such people. They need not be discourteous, but they can interrupt the salesperson, 
state that they are not interested, and hang up the telephone or close the door. 
 
31  A) actively          B) peacefully           C) warmly          D) positively 
32  A) enrich           B) widen               C) enlarge          D) spread 
33  A) look             B) perceive             C) consider         D) observe 
34  A) tactics           B) methods             C) strategies         D) ways 
35  A) synonymous      B) symptomatic          C) synthetic        D) sympathetic 
36  A) male            B) female               C) man            D) woman 
37  A) to              B) for                  C) on              D) at 
38  A) he should        B) should he             C) had he          D) he had 
39  A) attractiveness     B) beauty               C) figure           D) shape 
40  A) enhanced        B) decreased             C) broadened       D) enlarged 
41  A) premier          B) primary              C) premium        D) precision 
42  A) buy             B) purchase             C) chase           D) shopping 
43  A) specific          B) serious              C) particular        D) cheap 
44  A) brightness        B) foreseeing            C) foresight        D) prediction 
45  A) form            B) shape                C) way            D) means 
46  A) substances       B) subtlety              C) substitutions      D) subordinates 
47  A) different         B) distinctive            C) instinctive       D) common 
48  A) startle           B) fear                 C) frighten         D) shock 
49  A) residence        B) inhabitancy           C) occupant         D) people 
50  A) grateful          B) ready               C) pleased          D) obligated 
 
 
 
Part Four: Reading Comprehension (20 scores) 

Read the article below about a company which makes use of direct marketing, and answer 
questions 51—60. There are 10 questions or unfinished statements. For each of them, there are four 
choices marked A), B), C) and D). You should decide on the best choice and mark the corresponding 
letter on your Answer Sheet. 
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Dosh and Direct Marketing 

    Dosh Software was set up by accountant Jonathan Van der Borgh to develop new accounting packages  
for financial services firms. Dosh was keen to get a retail presence, but was fighting for space on the shelves 
in big stores. They quickly realized that direct marketing would be a quicker and easier way to establish   
the brand. As a new company, explained Tony Trevillion, general manager, Dosh had to spend carefully. That 
is why direct marketing had so much appeal. Dosh could mail to discrete groups, targeting a customer base  
of accountants and book-keepers.  
    One of their first promotions, for example, was through an accountancy publication. Dosh placed an  
advertisement in the publication, which is distributed to 70,000 readers. In addition, they refined that list and 
placed a further 10,000 trial copies of their software on the cover of the publication but these were only to be 
received by smaller accountancy firms. 
    The results of each campaign are tracked and within just one or two weeks, the company will know how 
successful that mailing has been. After each campaign, phone calls are made to potential customers that  
responded as well as those that did not. 
    However, Dosh has learnt from some bad experiences and all of its marketing is costed against the  
expected return. “If you buy a cold list, you will be lucky to get a return of half a per cent,” said Trevillion.  
Now that the group has been running for over two years and has built up its own database of customers, they 
are learning that this is the best list of all. “It is always easier to sell to someone that you have sold to  
before,” said Trevillion. This has meant an investment in database technology to help Dosh to keep  
up-to-date and accurate listings. But it was money well spent, according to Trevillion. 
    No opportunity is lost, and Dosh use every invoice mailing to make full use of the postal charges. As  
well as an invoice, customers could receive additional information about the company or questionnaires  
regarding customer service, all within the weight limit allowed for second-class mail. “For me, as an  
accountant, the nice thing about direct marketing is that you can measure the success. You know all the  
costs — the creative costs, the mail, the time involved, the envelopes — and it is a very accurate  
measurement,” said Van der Borgh. 
 
51  This article is mainly about how a company has made progress by means of _______.         

A) direct marketing     B) database technology       C) mailing service    D) phone calls 
52  After each campaign, potential customers are contacted by _______.                       
    A) further copies       B) email             C) data-base       D) phone calls 
53  At the beginning, Dosh was eager to _____ .                                           
    A) show his brand in both big and small shops     

B) present a demo at big stores 
C) find a place for his product in department stores      
D) present his software to small firms through big stores  
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54  In Paragraph 4, the expression “a cold list” means _______.                  
    A) a list that has been offered by cold calling    

B) a list that can help people to establish cool database 
    C) a list which cannot be used directly in terms of database 
    D) a list that has been ineffective 
55  Why does Tony Trevillion say it was a good idea for Dosh to use direct marketing?           
    A) The accountant owner of Dosh had extensive customer lists. 
    B) The big retailers refused to stock Dosh software. 
    C) Their finances were more efficiently used targeting defined groups. 
    D) Other methods of putting their software in big stores have been proved to be ineffective. 
56  Who was intended to receive the free samples of Dosh products?                                 
    A) Members of smaller accountancy firms. 
    B) The 70,000 readers of an accountancy publications    

C) Accountants whose details Dosh found in advertisements. 
    D) Possible customers who either responded or didn’t. 
57  How does Dosh follow up direct marketing campaigns?                                
    A) They chase responses for one or two weeks after the campaign. 
    B) They contact all the targets of the campaign. 
    C) They record the details of just those who respond. 
    D) They have access to a cold list that is very informative. 
58  Why does Dosh have to purchase new database technology?                         
    A) To record results of marketing campaigns.    
    B) To replace unsuccessful customer lists. 
    C) To keep track of current customers 
    D) Modern management demands more information of customers. 
59  What kind of money-saving scheme is detailed in the last paragraph?                  
    A) They advertise other companies when they send invoices. 
    B) They keep every invoice to match the customer’s demand. 
    C) They send out one invoice to cover several orders. 
    D) They enclose more of their literature with invoices. 
60  What does Van der Borgh say is the advantage of applying direct marketing as an accountant?     
    A) He is good at assessing how well a campaign has done. 
    B) He runs campaigns efficiently because he can foresee expenses. 
    C) He has learnt from some bad experiences. 
    D) He has a lot of experience of advising on market campaigns. 
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Part Five: Writing Task (30 scores) 
  

You have recently returned from an overseas sales trip. Write a letter of thanks to the business contact 
who entertained you during the trip. Refer to the following situations: 

 
 having a meal together at a good restaurant 
 arranging your visit to the factory 
 taking you to the theatre 

 
and any other points which you think are important.  
 
Write at least 250 words. You do NOT need to write your own address. Begin your letter as follows: 
 
Dear Mr Greenall, 
 
(Note: You should write your letter on page 3 of your Answer Sheet, NOT on this test paper.)  
 
 

 

 

 

This is the end of the test. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


